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VIBRATION LEVELS EXPERIENCRD IN TARE-OFF ON A LARCB FLEXIBLE AIRCRAFT 

by 

Ii. Hall 

On the basis of some American theoretical predictions and flight 

experience it was suggested qualitatively by Zbrozek that there was a possibili 

of unacceptably large responses at the cockpit of Concorde during take-off. 

The work described in this paper was done in order to provide experimental 

evidence agonist which a general theoretical model of take-off response 

behaviour could be checked. 

.tY 

*Replaces ME Technical Report 68193 - ARC 32 600 
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1 INTRODmON 

It wan shown in Ref.1 that the ratio of cockpit to cg rms acceleratigl 

for an American supersonic transpcrrt desi@, travelling at oonstant velacity 

of 100 ft/sec OXI the Langley 12 runway, was 2.84. The oorresp~ figure 
for the Boeing 707 was 1.92. Operational results indicated that this latter 
ratio was of the correct order and gave confidence in the theoretical metbcd 
used. An analysis in an earlier p3m2 gave an almost identical ratio to the 
value far the supers0nio transport above for a slender delta operating i.n 
turbulent air. The cc&pit acceleration in the rummy case, that led to the 
above ratio for the superscmio timsport, was 0.54 g rms. Although the signi- 
ficance of this level was bard to assess, the fact that acceleratxns due to 
turbulence with 0.3 g rms were classified as 'heavy' or 'very heavy' led to 

the suggestion that the level on Concorde should be assessed. 

A digital ccmputer programme was written by A. J. Sobey of Structures 
Department, R.&E. to investigate deterministically the response of Concorde 
in the take-off run. The input to this progrsme was the prafile of the 

Langley 12 nmwsy. Responses predicted by this daulation reached a nuu.imum 
of the order of +2 g during the oriticsl rotation phase. Independent csloula- 

tions made by Sud Aviation using the San Francisco 288 profile yielded levsls 
of the same order. A drawback with both these analyses was that they had to 

use as input rummy surfaces that were oonsidered poor frQn an operational 

point of view and indeed are probably no longer used operationally for tske- 
off and. l.mang. 

III a calculation of this nature oertain assmptions had to be made 
regarding aircraft and undercarriage characteristics which could materially 
alter the predicted responses. These assumptions could. be checked only 

against expzrimentxdly derived responses. Due to the fact that Cmcmds bad 
not reached the stage at wbioh trials could be made, it was de&Ied to 

generalise the programme so that it could 

(1) be used for analysis of other existing aircraft, and hence Pro- 

vide a check on the assumptions made; 

a-d (2) provide a practical research tool that would be of value to sir- 

craft designers generally. 



The genera&ad programme has now be= written and is deadbed in 
Ref.3. The fFrstapplLoaticnwUl.beto am:10 airaraftthatmde apeoial 

take-of% and budbkw han the mainrunway at a, &A.%% The runway prd-lJ.e 
was surveyedfar thl~pnrpoae and the mrfaoeia oonaideredtobemore 
reFesentative of aoommeroiallyaoceptable surfaue (interna of surface 

irregularities) than either of theAm.erloanrmway~ mentionedearlier. 

2 T&x!sMAm WrrR VC IO (xv 1051 

Six ladings and take-offs were made using this droreft fran ihe main 
runway at A. & A.E.E., BoscombeDown under oonditiuns of negligible turbulenae. 
For the purposes of this paper dy the take-offs are of interest and further 
consideration is accordingly Limited to these. 

2.1 Take-off schedule 

The first three take-offs were made under ncminally identioal ccditionz!. 

The pilot began the ground roll as near 88 possible at the same base position 
on the runway (111 each of the three occasions. Pilot technique cm each a? 
these runa was sknilar in that the airoraft wa8 rotated at approximately 130 kt. 
The fourth take-off was started at the same base position on the runway but 
rotation wa.s delayed until a aped of 165 kt had been achieve& On the fifth 
take-off the starter position xa8 1000 ft dcwn the runway frcm the base, 

rotation being at 130 kt. For all these tests the weight was sensibly ccm- 
stant, ranging between 228 000 and 236 000 lb, ad the some pilrlot operated 
the aircraft. 

on the f5ml take-off run the weight was increased to 260 000 lb, by 
increasingfuelweight, andthe ground rollwas begm 2000 f% dc&m the runway 
frcm the base position. The rotation speed was normal, i.e. 130 M, and the 

aircraft was flown by another pilot. 

12 passengers were carried on dl flights in the fuselage near the 

centre of gravity. 

2.2 The instrumentation 

The aircraft was instrumented to measure the following responses. 

('1 Cockpit vertical acceleration. The accelerameter was positioned 

slightly aft of the first pilot station. 
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(2) Cockpit lateral acceleration (measured at the same station). 

(3) og vertical acceleration.. 

(4) Rear fuselage vertical acceleration 

(5) Rear fuselage lateral aoaeleratiun 

The accelerometers were 
positiaed in the rear 
freight hold just forward 
of the engine station. 

The aooelerometers used in the test were supplied by Structures 

Department, Type 15L~ the 7% response level was at 10 Hz .a& the 1% response 

level at 21 Hz. Outputs fran the accelerometers were taken to an F and. E 
50-channel photographic recorder which produced negligible attenuation up to 
50 Hz. 

The aircraft msition an the runway during take-off was determined fran 
anslysls of the kinethecdollte record obtained during the tracldng of each 
take-off. A secondary souroe of information on droraft position was a pair 
of magnets mounted diametrically opposite each other on the resr outer wheel 
of the port main undercarriage assembly. As the wheel rotated, these IIlagnets 
passed a coil mounted on the main bogie and a pulse was generated that was 

taken to the photographic recorder. The pulse generation method proved to be 
very satisfaotary but aircraft position was not extracted from the informatim. 
The effective rolling radius of the wheel could not be established with stifi- 

dent aocuracy to enable a reliable estimate of distance travelled to be made. 

2.3 The runway 

The parts of the runway used on the third, fourth, fifth and sixth take- 
offs are indicated on Fig.1 whioh LUustrates the profile. The illustration 
indicates the maaroscopic structure of the profile. Some indication of the 
finer grsin structure may be gained fran tbe results plotted in Fig.2 which 
are spectral density estimates of the profile at particular wavelengths. For 

comparison purposes, the corresponding estimates for the Langley 12 runway 

are included. 

The long wavelength oanponent in the Bosccmbe profile 1s 80 kge that 
spectral density estimates based on the raw data are inaccurate as shown by 

the plot in Fig.2. However, frequencies below approximately $ cYcle/sec 
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are not si.&AXz.ant far the tiercarriage designer and at the speeds we are 

considering, this nxzsns that wavelengths significantly above 250 ft are not of 

importance. If these longer wavelengths that cause the non-stationsrity are 
filtered out, then useful estimates af spectral density may be obtained. The 

raw Bosccsnbe profile elevatim data, available in five hole punched paper 
tape form, has been treated in this manner using a mov5ng average digltal 
filter. This filter cuts off ebove 250 ft, the half powsr point being at 

370 ft and ane tenth power point at 650 ft. Data points at 2 ft intervals 
have been modified as follows 

K 

yi = YI - 
c 

BY J I+J . 
Jz-K 

Details of the weighting Pun&ion BJ for K = 100 are given inRef.4 and. 

reprcduced in Table 4. Spectral density estimates have been calculated from 

this modified data firstly by calculating the autocorrelation function 
(19 lags) and using Bartlett's smoothed periodogram5, a particular spectra3 
window. The estimates were formed for frequencies up to 0.25 cycle/ft at 

intervals of 0.0066 cycle/ft. Spectral estimates for Langley 12, Fig.2, have 
been made using the same technique (40 lags). It is interesting that the 
estimates made in this way are very similar to those made for presentation in 
Ref.6 using a somewhat different technique. Data points in the latter case 

were pre-whitened (the trsnsfarmation being Y; = PI - PI-, tiich is equiva- 
lent to mdification by a frequency response function), the autocorrelation 
function calculated from the mcddied data, linitial' spectraldensity 

estimates formed from the autooarrelation functions, final 'smoothed' spectral 
estimates formed from the weighted averages of the finitisll estimates (the 
'Harming' spectral window) ad finally these estimates were post darkened by an 

inverse frequency transformation. 

When the Boscombe and Langley runways are compared on this spectral 
density basis, the former is seen to be the smoother over the frequency range 
considered apart from, possibly, the higher values of frequency. 

The presentation of the Bosoombe runway in spectral farm is completed in 
Figs.3 and 4where estimates are made of those parts of the runway over d&h 
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individual take-off runs were made. These estimates were derived frm l+C lag 
autocorrelation functions (the take-off zxns were sjmilar in length to the 

Langley profile) and. are presented at intervals of 0.0066 0ycle/ft at fre- 
quencies up to 0.25 0ycle/ft. The estimates for individual runs are slightly 
higher than for the way as a whole. 

2.4 Results 

These are restricted for the purpo;e of this paper to the cockpit verti- 
cal and lateral accelerations snd, because aircraft response data is oust+ 
warily described in this manner, by og aooeleration. The acceleration data 
was read at 25 mseo intervals. Visual inspection of response records far tbs 
first three take-offs showed '&em to be &?termisticaYy simik and the 

analysis was confined to that of the responses on the third take-off. 

The presentation of results in a suitable form for ccnaparison with 
theory has been made in three ways* 

(i) rms response levels are determined for each second of the take- 
off run and plotted against time. (Pigs.5, 6, 7 and 8.) (This method has 

been found useful for presenting non-stationary vibration data derived from 

spacecraft launching7 in which each sample record has a common underlying time 
varying deterministic characteristio. It seemed likely that this was true of 
the runway response data too and accordingly this method of Fresentation was 
adopted.) Lateral responses presented in Pigs.5, 6 and 7 will be x.n error due 

to difficulty in defining a datum for this type ofmotionand particularly so 
in the case of low vibratirm levels. The response presented in Fig.8 far 
this motion is acourate because of a fortuitous choioe of datum. 

(ii) Speotral density estimates of the response amplitude distribution 

over the canplete length of the take-off run have been prepared. The results 

are presented in Figs.9 to 12 as plots of spectral density against frequency 
and are described in section 2.4.2. The same technique as that described in 

section 2.3 was employed in making these spectral density estimates; in thm 

instance as there were no very long wavelength ccmpcnents the initial filtering 
stage was cncltted. Estimates were formed from autocorrelation functions 

employing eighty lags f0r frequencies up to 20 Hz at intervals of O.%B. In 
the figures the curves have been arbitrarily terminated at I3 Hz, frequencies 

above this were outside the range of interest for the investigation ad had 
been heavily attenuated during the recording prooess. 
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(iii) Peak exneedsnoes of 8pfdfiea positive response levels throughout 
the take-off have been comted. Positive resprmse is upwards ftz cockpit 
vertical and cg vertical ma to part laterally. Tables of exceedawes at 
various levels have been prepared for take-offs 3, 4, 5 and 6 and are 
presented in Tables I to 3 for the three saoeleration traaes selected for 
Study. 

2.4-l mm respmee levels 

The developed of nns response throughout the thkd take-off is shown 
in Fig.5. Cockpit vertical response rises to its first peak 0.117 g in the 
fifteenth second and then continues on a rising trend to an ultimate peak of 
0.133 g in the twenty-third seoond, i.e. immediately prior to the rotaticn of 
the aircraft. This general behaviour is mirrored on a lower level by the air- 
craft response at the cg. The peak response at the cg occurs slightly 
earlier than that for the cockpit vertioalresponse. 

In the fourth take-off the develqnnent of individual responses (Fig.6) 
follows the same pattern as the thtid although the general level is a little 
higher. Initial peaks cm the oookpit vertical ana cg accelerations occur 
somewhat later than &ring the third take-off. The final peak on cockpit 
response is approximately double that experienced in the previous take-off. 

This result must be due to a combinatian of highber aircraft speed prior to 
rotaticm and movement over a different part of the runway during the latter 
part of the take-off r'Un. 

The cockpit vertical response development during the fifth take-off 
(Fig.-/) is ai- to that during the third take-off, apart from tbe somewhat 
lower level immediately prior to zd.at.ion. A similar comment applies to cg 

vertical response. The fact that the responses sre in essenoe the same indi- 
cates that the runway input does not differ significantly except possibly at 
the extreme end of the portion appropriate to the fifth tie-off. 

The character of the cockpit vertical respmse during the sixth take-off 
(F&8) for the heavier airoraft differs from that retarded in the other take- 
offs; after an initial rise the level remains sensibly constant i&roughod the 

remainder of the run apart fran a single peak after 18 seconds. The levels 
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reoardsd at the og are typical of those in all take-offs, peaks being reoorded 
late in the takeoff. Cockpit lateral acoeleratim is at a low level tbrough- 
out the 'cake-off showing no tendency to build up with speed 

L4.2 Response spectra 

The measured response spectra for the third take-off are shoun ti F&y* 
It osn bs seen that in the frequency range of physiologicd siepifice.nce, 
l-8 Hz, the spsotraldsnsity eatSmates for verti0s.l sccsl~ti~ at t,bs aok- 
pit are of the order 100 times the laterall on this basis the ratio of 7 
response amplitudes in this frequency range will be about 10rl. Pe&s in the 
vertical response at the cockpit 0cou.r at approximately 3.5, b.5, 6, 9 ana 

12 Hz, whereas the d cfninsnt frequency for lateral response wcurs at 12 HZ at 
reduced power. Response frequency peeks for the cg acceleration are at l-7, 
3.4, 4.4 and 12 Hz. 

Fig.10 shows spectra for the fourth take-off that camnenced at the base 
position on the runway but in which the aircraft was not rotated until a speed 
of 165 kt had been achieved, thus sn additions1 part of the runway was used in 
exoess of that required for the third take-off. The three response spectra 
are essenti.aUy similar to those of Fig.9, ~5th peaks occurring at the 881118 
frequencies but the levels for pilot vertical and cg acceleration are sanewhat 
greater, particularly at the low frequenoieh The cc&pit lateral response 
levels are vidus.lly the sams in the twJ cases apart fran a slight peak at 
2.5 fi OCCUIT~~~ on this t*off. 

Spectral densities for three responses of interest on the fifth take- 
off are plotted I-II Fig.11. The estimated magnitudes are very similar to 
those appropriate to the third ta&off over much of the frequenoy range and 
the d&ant frequencies are essentially similar. It will be remsmbered that 
s~similar take-off technique ~88 applied in the two cases, the principal 
difference was that the fifth ccamenced apprccdmately 1000 ft dawn the runway. 
The slight differences between Figs.9 and 11 may be attributed to w3dkmS 

in aircraft speed between the two take-off runs and the different mwsy 
surf ace- The differences between these spectra for cockpit vertical and cg 
responses snd the corresponding ones for the fourth take-off Bpe llpst marked 
at the law frequenoy end of the rsnge below 1.5 He. 
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Spectral responses far the sixth take-off sre plotted In Fig.12 The 
sircreftmightduring this take-offwasapprodmately30CO0 lh greater t&an 

that appropriate to the other three take-off cases and the ground roll 
cmmenced 2000 ft. down tie runway firm the base positlaa~ The dminant 
response frequencies are not changed substent5.alJ.y from the other cases. 
Response levels for cockpit vertical and cg responses are a little lower then 
those experienced in the 25 Hzbutabove this frequency 

.we virtually the same. Below 7 Ez the cc&pit lateral response is greater 

than that experienced in the third take-off. Ccm~isonwith results for the 
fourth take-off shows that the levels for cockpit vertical end cg response 
recorded during the sixth take-off were lower tiougbmt the complete fre- 

quency range O-IO Hz whilst the opposite was the case for aockpit lateral 
response. 

The frequency cmponents at 3.5, 4-5, 6 and 12 He shcw up strongly and 
it is accordingly felt that mdes at these frequencies Should. certeinly be 
included in any theoretical malysis of the problem. If further tests are 

required to investigate physiological effects it is suggested that the experi- 
merit should be designed to filter out the higher of these frequencies. 

23C.3 Peak responses 

Table 1 indicates that from the point of vim of the vertical. response 
at the cockpit, the forth take-off was the rmst severe by a considerable 
margin and that the sixth gave the smoothest response. Levels in take-offs 3 

and 5 were intermediate between these vslues with the-thFrd being slightly 

the poorer ride. 

Table 2 shows that lateral acceleratims recorded mm? all very man. 

The highest levels were obtained ~1 the sixth take-off. 

The og vertical accelerations experienced in the third end fourth take- 

offs were of roughly the same severity. The values were greater than those for 

the fifth and sixth take-offs whioh were of about equal severity. At lower 
response levels the fourth +&e-off is more severe than the third but at 
levels in excess of 0.1 g the third take-off response levels me the greater. 

3 CONCLUSIONS 

The results of a series of six closely monitored take-offs by a VC 10 

operating from the main runway at BosccmbeDown are included in this paper- 
Response levels obtained in the tests were low and this is probably a result 
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of a well matched azrcraft under'cemiage canbmaticm, the good McKay surface, 

and negligible turbulence. Three methods of' presentation of the results 
are adopted. 
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Peak level 3rd take-off 4th take-off 5th take-off 6th take-off 
g absolute Expt.. Kxpt. Bpt. apt. 

1.02 113 142 95 Ijo 

1.04 88 108 71 96 

1.06 70 78 54 61 
1.08 43 60 36 37 
1.10 29 46 27 21 

1.12 18 30 18 10 

1.14 15 24 12 4 

1.16 12 18 8 2 

1.18 4 14 5 2 

1.20 0 11 3 1 
1.22 8 1 1 

1.24 m 6 1 

1.26 6 1 
1.28 5 a - 

1.30 5 

1.32 - 5 

1.34 4 

q.36 3 

1.38 3 

I.40 2 

1.42 1 

1.44 1 

I.46 1 

1.48 
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Table 2 

PEAKEXCEKDANCES OFSTATXDRBSFiNSEIiWELSTO FORT - COCKPITLATEFU 

Peak level 3rd take-cm 4th take-off 5th take-off 6th take-off 
g absolute Expt. xxpt. Expt. Expt. 

0.02 9 30 30 57 
0.04 2 3 2 12 

0.06 0 0 0 0 

PEAK EXCEEDANCES OF STATED FOSITIVE RESFONSE LEVELS - c~VXRTIC3.L 

Peak level 3rd. take-off 4th take-df 5th take-off 

g absolute Expt.. EXpt. Expt. 

1.02 68 90 67 

1.04 37 47 23 

1.06 28 30 7 

1.08 17 17 2 

1.10 14 7 0 

1.12 9 3 0 

1.14 5 0 0 

1.16 2 0 0 

1.18 0 0 0 

6th take-off 1 



NEG NO C5004 

WEIGHTS FOR THE MIN-MAX MOVING AVERAGE FILTER, K = 100 

Weights for negatwe k's are obtamed by bek = bk 

k= 0 0 008540 
1 0 008538 
2 0 006536 
3 0 008526 
4 0 008514 
5 0 008500 
6 0 008483 
7 0 008460 
8 0.008435 
9 0 008408 

10 0.008378 
11 0.008343 
12 0.008304 
13 0 008265 
14 0.008222 
15 0 008175 
16 0 008125 
17 0.008073 
18 0.008019 
19 0 007959 
20 0 007897 
21 0 007834 
22 0.007769 
23 0.007699 
24 0 007626 
25 0 007553 
26 0 007477 
27 0 007397 
28 0 007314 
29 0 007232 
30 0 007147 
31 0.007058 
32 0 006967 
33 0 006876 
34 0 006783 
35 0 006687 
36 0 006589 
37 0.006491 
38 0 006392 
39 0 006290 
40 0 006186 
41 0 006083 
42 0 005979 
43 0 005872 
44 0 005764 
45 0 005658 
46 0 005551 
47 0.005441 
48 0 005331 
49 0 005222 
50 0 005113 

Table 4 

51 0 005002 
52 0 004891 
53 0 004782 
54 0 004672 
55 0.004562 
56 0 004451 
57 0 004343 
58 0 004235 
59 0 004125 
60 0 004016 
61 0.003910 
62 0 003804 
63 0 003697 
64 0 003591 
65 0 003487 
66 0 003384 
67 0 003280 
68 0.003177 
69 0 003077 
70 0.002977 
71 0 002877 
72 0 002777 
73 0 002681 
74 0.002585 
75 0 002489 
76 0 002393 
77 0 002302 
78 0 002212 
79 0 002122 
80 0 002034 
81 0 001949 
82 0 001868 
83 0.001786 
84 0 001707 
85 0 001632 
86 0 001560 
87 0.001489 
88 0.001420 
89 0 001355 
90 0 001291 
91 0 001225 
92 0 001159 
93 0.00*094 
94 0 001029 
95 0 000955 
96 0 000894 
97 0.000879 
98 0 000865 
99 0 001380 

100 0 002720 
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Fig. 3 Spectral density estimates of parts of the Boscombe 
runway from which take offs were effected 
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Fig 4 Spectral density estimates of parts of the Boscombe ’ 
runway from which take offs were effected 
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Fig. 5 The RMS value of response developed during each second of take off. 3rd take off 
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Fig. 6 The RMS values of response developed 
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Fig. 7 The RMS values of response developed during each second of take off. 5th take off 
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Fig.8 The RMS values of response developed during each second of take off. 6th take off 
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Fig. 9 Spectra of measured responses, 3rd take off 
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Fig. 12 Spectra of measured responses, 6th take off 
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